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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a local noetherian ring with maximal ideal m and residue field 
k = Rfm. Let the concept of an adjusted Lie algebra (with structural maps 
<,) and K) be defined as in [7]. It is known (cf. [3, p. 107]) that ExtR(k, k) 
is the dual of the opposite of TorR(k, k) and hence the dual of a Hopf algebra 
with divided powers. It follows (cf. [1, 7]) that as a Hopf algebra ExtR(k, k) = 
WL, the universal enveloping algebra of a connected adjusted Lie algebra of 
finite type over k. It is proved in [6] that ExtR(k, k) is finitely generated and 
commutative if and only if R is a local complete intersection such that R = RjQ, 
where (R, m) is a regular local ring and Q is an ideal generated by an R-sequence 
in m3• The main purpose of this paper is to show that R is a local complete 
intersection if and only if ExtR(k, k) is finitely generated as an algebra and 
nilpotent as a Hopf algebra (cf. [5]). 
COMMUTATORS OF COCOMMUTATIVE HOPF ALGEBRAS 
Let 1Jf denote the category of cocommutative connected Hopf algebras over a 
field k. Let f: A---+ B be a morphism in P. Then f is automatically normal ( cf. [ 4, 
p. 224]) as a morphism of coalgebras and we have kDBA = AOBk, which we shall 
denote by ker(f). Then ker(f) indeed works as a kernel in 1Jf and ker(f) is a 
normal subobject of A in 1Jf (i.e., ker(f) is a sub-Hopf algebra which is a normal 
subalgebra of A) according to Proposition 4.9 in [4]. Furthermore, by the same 
proposition, iff is an epimorphism then B = A//ker(f). Let A', A" be sub-
objects of A in P. Let A be the ideal in A generated by the elements [ x, y] 
x E A', yEA". Then A is a Hopf ideal so that AJA E P. Following [5, p. 761] 
we put [A', A"] = ker(A---+ AJA). We define A(nl inductively by AWl =A, 
A(nJ = [A(n-1>, A] and say that A is nilpotent if A(nl = k for some n. 
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In the sequel LIEad denotes the category of connected adjusted Lie algebras 
while LIE denotes the category of connected Lie algebras. LetL E LIEad. Then, 
apart from the usual Jacobi identity, we also have <x, K(y)) + <y, <y, x)) = 0 
for x E L, y E L_ . This is proved by using an imbedding of L in an associative 
algebra. An intersection of subobjects of L is again a subobject of L and hence 
any subset of L generates a subobject X of L. It is obvious how X may be 
constructively defined. Let L', L" be subobjects of L. Then we let <L', L") 
denote the subobject of L generated by the elements <x, y) x EL', y EL" and 
let [L', L"] be the subobject of L, as an object in LIE, generated by the same 
elements. Obviously [L',L"] = <L',L"). If L', L" are normal in L then [L',L"] 
is the graded vector space generated by the elements <x, y) x EL', x EL" and 
thus it follows by the Jacobi identity that [L',L"] is normal inL. 
LEMMA 1. Let L E LJEad and suppose that M is a normal subobject of L as 
an object in LIE. Then < x, y) E M if x E M, y E L so that M is normal in L. In 
particular <L', L") is normal in L if L' and L" are. 
Proof. Let M = {y EM I <x,y) E Mfor x EL}. Then MC MC M so it suf-
fices to show that M is an adjusted Lie algebra. Let a, b E M and x E L. Then by 
the Jacobi identity ( -l)"'·b<x, <a, b))+ ( -l)a·"'<a, <b, x)) + ( -I)b·a<b, <x, a)) 
= 0 and hence <x, <a, b)) EM so that <a, b) EM. Assume that a EM_, x EL. 
Then <x, K(a)) + <a, <a, x)) = 0 and hence <x, K(a)) EM so that K(a) EM. 
Thus ME LJEad, which completes the proof. 
Note that if L' is normal in L E LIEad then, by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem for adjusted Lie algebras (cf. [7]), WL' may be regarded as a sub-Hopf 
algebra of WL and as such it is obviously normal. 
LEMMA 2. LetL',L" be normalinL E LJEad. Then [WL', WL"] = W<L',L"). 
Proof. Consider 
k-+ W<L', L")-+ WL -~ WLjfW<L', L")-+ k 
k-+ [WL', WL"]-+ WL ~ WLfA-+ k 
where A is the ideal generated by the lements [x, y] x E WL', y E WL". Now 
[L', L"]-+ WL-+ WLjA is the zero mapping and since the kernel is in LIEad 
we conclude that also <L', L")-+ WL-+ WLjA is 0 and hence there is induced 
a mapping WLf fW<L', L")-+ WLfA in lJf. On the other hand [L', L"]-+ WL-+ 
WLffW<L',L") is 0. It follows that A-+ WL-+ WLffW<L',L") is 0 since£', 
L" generate WL', WL" as algebras. Thus there is induced a mapping WLfA-+ 
WLf fW<L', L"), which obviously is the inverse of the above one. Now 
W<L',L") = ker(~X), by Proposition 4.9 in [4], and [WL', WL"] = ker(/1). It 
follows that W<L',L") = [WL', WL"]. 
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Remark. The above lemma should be compared with the statement of 
[5, p. 767]. 
DEFINITION. Let L E LIEad. We put D 0 ) = L and inductively Dn) = 
<Dn-l),L). We say thatL is nilpotent ifDn) = 0 for some n. 
LEMMA 3. Let L E LIEad. Then: 
(a) Dn) = 0 if and only if (WL)(n) = k. 
(b) EB~ Li generates L in LJEad if and only if EB~ ( WL )i generates WL as an 
algebra. 
Proof. (a) By induction and Lemma 2 we get (WL)(n) = W(D")), which 
gives the desired result. 
(b) The "only if" part i_:; obvious. Assume that EB~ ( WL )i generates WL 
as an algebra. Let L' = EB~ Li . Then WL' ---+ WL is a monomorphism by the 
Poincan!-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for adjusted Lie algebras and it is obviously also 
an epimorphism. Thus WL'---+ WL.If Lis of finite type we have (cf. [7]) HL' = 
HwL' = HwL = HL and hence HL' = HL, which shows that L' = L. We may 
reduce the general case to the case of finite type. Assume that x EL-L'. Now 
x is a polynomial of elements of L' and consequently there is a subobject L" 
of L' of finite type such that x E WL" (use the constructive definition of X). 
Let L = L" U {x}. Then Lis of finite type and WL"---+ WL is an isomorphism. 
Thus L" = L, i.e., x EL" C L', which is a contradiction. 
THEOREM I. Let L E LIEact. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) WL is finitely generated as an algebra and nilpotent as a Hopf algebra. 
(b) L is finitely generated and nilpotent as an adjusted Lie algebra. 
(c) L is totally finite dimensional. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is a consequence of Lemma 3. 
Obviously (c) implies (b). Suppose that L satisfies (b). Then Lis of finite type 
and for some s EB~ Li generates L. Since Dn) = 0 for some n it follows from the 
constructive definition of X that Li = 0 for i > n · s. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a local ring. Then the following conditions, where 
ExtR(k, k) = WL, are equivalent. 
(a) R is a local complete intersection. 
(b) L is totally finite dimensional. 
(c) ExtR(k, k) is finitely generated and nilpotent. 
Proof. According to Theorem 1, (b) and (c) are equivalent. Now P R = H WL = 
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fiL and hence E;_1 = dim~.:L;. It follows that L is totally finite dimensional if 
and only if theE; : s vanish from some ion, i.e., by [2], if and only if R is a local 
complete intersection. 
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